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Abstract13

In the embedded planar diameter improvement problem (EPDI) we are given as input a graph14

G embedded in the plane and a positive integer d. The goal is to determine whether one can add15

edges to G in such a way that the resulting graph is still planar but has diameter at most d. Using16

non-constructive techniques derived from Robertson and Seymour’s graph minor theory, together17

with the effectivization by self-reduction technique introduced by Fellows and Langston, one can18

show that EPDI can be solved in time f(d) · |V (G)|O(1) for some function f(d). The caveat is19

that this algorithm is not strongly uniform in the sense that the function f(d) is not known to be20

computable. On the other hand, even the problem of determining whether EPDI can be solved in21

time f1(d) · |V (G)|f2(d) for computable functions f1 and f2 has been open for more than two decades22

[Cohen at. al. Journal of Computer and System Sciences, 2017]. In this work we settle this problem23

by showing that EPDI can be solved in time f(d) · |V (G)|O(d) for some computable function f . Our24

techniques can also be used to show that the embedded k-outerplanar diameter improvement25

problem (k-EOPDI), a variant of EPDI where the graph G′ is required to be k-outerplanar instead26

of planar, can be solved in time f(d) · |V (G)|O(k) for some computable function f . This shows that27

for each fixed k, the problem k-EOPDI is strongly uniformly fixed parameter tractable with respect28

to the diameter parameter d.29
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1 Introduction35

In the embedded planar diameter improvement problem (EPDI), we are given a plane36

graph G and a positive integer d, and the goal is to determine whether G has a plane supergraph37

G′ of diameter at most d. The set of yes instances of EPDI is closed under minors. In other38

words, if G has a plane supergraph of diameter at most d, then any minor H of G also has39

such a supergraph. Therefore, using non-constructive arguments from Robertson and Seymour’s40

graph minor theory [14, 15] in conjunction with the fact planar graphs of constant diameter41

have constant treewidth, one can show that for each fixed d, there exists an algorithm Ad which42

determines in linear time whether a given G has diameter at most d. The caveat is that the43

non-constructive techniques mentioned above provide us with no clue about what the algorithm44
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Ad actually is. This problem can be partially remedied using a technique called effectivization45

by self-reduction introduced by Fellows and Langston [10, 8]. Using this technique one can show46

that for some function f : N→ N, there exists a single algorithm A which takes a plane graph G47

and a positive integer d as input, and determines in time f(d) · |V (G)|O(1) whether G has a plane48

supergraph of diameter at most d. Nevertheless, the function f : N→ N bounding the influence49

of the parameter d in the running time of the algorithm mentioned above is not known to be50

computable. The problem of determining whether EPDI admits an algorithm running in time51

f(d) · |V (G)|O(1) for some computable function f is a notorious and long-standing open problem52

in parameterized complexity theory [8, 9, 5]. Interestingly even the problem of determining53

whether EPDI can be solved in time f1(d) · |V (G)|f2(d) for computable functions f1 and f2 has54

remained open until now [4]. In this work we settle this latter problem by showing that EPDI55

can be solved in time 2dO(d) · |V (G)|O(d). The problem of determining whether EPDI can be56

solved in time f(d) · |V (G)|O(1) for some computable function f : N→ N remains widely open.57

A graph is 1-outerplanar if it can be embedded in the plane in such a way that every vertex58

lies in the outer face of the embedding. A graph is k-outerplanar if it can be embedded in59

the plane in such a way that after deleting all vertices in the outer face, the remaining graph60

is (k − 1)-outerplanar. In [4] Cohen et al. have considered the k-outerplanar diameter61

improvement problem (k-OPDI), a variant of the PDI problem in which the target supergraph62

is required to be k-outerplanar instead of planar. In particular, they have shown that the63

1-OPDI problem can be solved in polynomial time. The complexity of the k-OPDI problem with64

respect to explicit algorithms was left as an open problem for k ≥ 2. By adapting our algorithm65

for the EPDI problem we are able to show that when the input graph is given together with66

an embedding that must be preserved, then the resulting problem, the k-EOPDI problem, can67

be solved in time 2dO(d) · |V (G)|O(k) for each fixed k. In other words, this problem is strongly68

uniformly fixed parameter tractable with respect to the diameter parameter for each fixed value69

of outerplanarity.70

1.1 Related Work71

In the planar diameter improvement problem (PDI), the input consists of a planar graph G and72

a positive integer d and the goal is to determine whether one can add edges to G in such a way73

that the resulting graph is planar and has diameter at most d. Note that the difference between74

EPDI and PDI is that in the former we are given an embedding that must be preserved, while75

in the latter no embedding is given at the input. Recently, using automata theoretic techniques,76

the second author was able to provide strongly uniform FPT and XP algorithms to many77

improvement problems where the parameter to be improved is definable in counting monadic78

second order logic [6]. In particular, when specialized to the PDI problem, the techniques in [6]79

yield a strongly uniform algorithm that solves PDI in time f(d) · 2O(∆·d) · |V (G)|O(d), where f80

is a computable function and ∆ is the maximum degree of the input graph G. Nevertheless,81

the problem of determining whether PDI admits a strongly uniform algorithm running in time82

f1(d) · |V (G)|f2(d) for computable functions f1 and f2 is still open if no bound is imposed on83

the degree of the input graph. We note that currently it is not known either whether PDI is84

reducible to EPDI or whether EPDI is reducible to PDI in XP time. Therefore it is not clear if85

our algorithm for EPDI can be used to provide a strongly uniform XP algorithm for PDI. It is86

worth noting that no hardness results for either PDI or EPDI are known. Indeed, determining87

whether either of these problems is NP-hard is also a long-standing open problem.88

While the techniques employed in [6] to tackle the PDI problem on graphs of bounded89

degree were automata theoretic, the techniques employed in the present work to tackle the EPDI90

problem on general graphs is based on dynamic programming. In particular, our main algorithm91

carefully exploits the view of separators in plane graphs as nooses - simple closed curves in the92

plane that touch the graph only in the vertices (see e.g. [2]). The terminology noose for such93
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curves comes from the graph minors project of Robertson and Seymour [13]. Our algorithm94

processes nooses in a way reminiscent of the dynamic programming algorithm of Bouchitte95

and Todinca over potential maximal cliques [3]. Although this method has found numerous96

applications in the field of graph algorithms [7, 12, 11], this work is the first which apply these97

techniques in the context of completion problems.98

For each fixed d, let Gd be the subgraph-closure1 of the class of planar graphs of diameter at99

most d. Then clearly a graph G is a yes instance of PDI if and only if G ∈ Gd. When considering100

the task of constructing strongly uniform algorithms for PDI, two general approaches come to101

mind. The first follows by observing that graphs in Gd have treewidth at most O(d), and that102

for each fixed d ∈ N, Gd is MSO definable. Therefore, one could try to devise an algorithm A103

that takes an integer d as input and constructs an MSO formula ϕd defining Gd. With such a104

formula ϕd in hands, one could apply Courcelle’s model checking theorem to determine whether105

a given graph G is an yes instance of PDI. The existence of such an algorithm A is however an106

open problem. We note that one can easily define by induction on d an MSO sentence φd which107

is true on a graph G if and only if G is planar and has diameter at most d. Nevertheless, it108

is not clear how to use φd to construct ϕd. It is worth noting that there is no algorithm that109

takes an MSO sentence ϕ as input and constructs a sentence ϕ′ defining the subgraph closure of110

the models of ϕ. For instance, let L = {Ln}n∈N be the family of ladder graphs, where Ln is111

the ladder with n steps. It is easy to see that L is MSO definable and every graph in L has112

treewidth at most 2. Nevertheless, the subgraph closure of L does not have finite index, and113

therefore such closure is not MSO definable.114

The second approach is based on the fact that for each fixed d ∈ N, the set of graphs Gd is115

minor closed. In particular, this implies that the class Gd can be characterized by a finite set116

Md of forbidden minors. Therefore, one could try to devise an effective algorithm that takes an117

integer d ∈ N as input and gives as output the list of all forbidden minors inMd. By using the118

fact that minor-freeness can be tested FPT time, such an algorithm A would solve PDI in FPT119

time. We observe however that the problem of listing the elements ofMd may be much more120

difficult than the problem of solving PDI in FPT time. It is worth noting that Adler, Kreutzer121

and Grohe have shown that if a minor-free graph property P is MSO definable and has constant122

treewidth, then one can effectively enumerate the set of forbidden minors for P [1]. Nevertheless,123

the problem with this approach is that it is not clear how to construct an MSO sentence ϕd124

defining Gd.125

2 Preliminaries126

Graphs: For each n ∈ N we let [n] = {1, ..., n}. For each finite set S we let P(S, 2) = {{u, v} ⊆127

S | u 6= v} be the set of unordered pairs of elements from S. In this work, a graph is a128

pair G = (V (G), E(G)) where V (G) is a finite set of vertices and E(G) ⊆ P([n], 2) is a set of129

undirected edges. A path of length m in G is a sequence p = v0v1...vm of distinct vertices where130

for each i ∈ {0, ...,m − 1}, {vi, vi+1} ∈ E(G). We say that v0 and vm are the endpoints of p.131

The distance dist(u, v) between vertices u and v is defined as the length of the shortest path132

with endpoints u and v. The diameter of G, is defined as d(G) = maxu,v dist(u, v).133

134

Embeddings: A simple arc in R2 is a subset α ⊆ R2 that is a homeomorphic image of the135

closed real interval [0, 1]. We let endpts(α) be the endpoints of α, and Int(α) = α\endpts(α)136

be the interior of α. We let A be the set of simple arcs in R2. A planar embedding of G is a137

map g : V (G) ∪ E(G)→ R2 ∪ A that assigns a point g(v) ∈ R2 with each vertex v ∈ V (G) and138

1 Note that the class of planar graphs of diameter at most d is closed under contractions but not under
subgraphs, since removing edges may increase the diameter.
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a simple arc g({u, v}) ∈ A with each edge {u, v} in such a way that the following conditions are139

satisfied.140

1. For each u, v ∈ V (G), g(u) 6= g(v).141

2. For each {u, v} ∈ E(G), {g(u), g(v)} are the endpoints of the simple arc g({u, v}).142

3. For each {u, v} ∈ E(G), and each w ∈ V (G) such that w 6= u and w 6= v, g(w) /∈ g({u, v}).143

4. For each {u, v}, {u′, v′} ∈ E(G), Int(g({u, v})) ∩ Int(g({u′, v′})) = ∅.144

Intuitively, a planar embedding of a graph G is a drawing of G on the plane where each145

vertex v is represented by a point and each edge e is represented by a non self-intersecting curve146

that connects the points corresponding to the endpoints of e, and no crossings are allowed. A147

plane graph is a pair Gg = (G, g) where G is a graph and g is a planar embedding of G. For148

technical reasons, in this work we assume that the origin (0, 0) ∈ R2 is distinct from g(v) for149

each v ∈ V (G) and does not belong to g(e) for each edge e ∈ E(G).150

151

Plane Completion: LetG andH be graphs. We say thatG is a subgraph ofH if V (G) ⊆ V (H)152

and E(G) ⊆ E(H). If Gg and Hh are plane graphs, then we say that Gg is a plane subgraph of153

Hh if G is a subgraph of H, g|V (G) = h|V (G) and gE(G) = h|E(G). Alternatively, we say that154

Hh is a plane completion of Gg (Figure 3). We say that such a completion Hh is triangulated if155

each face of Hh has three vertices.156

157

Figure 1 Left: a plane graph G of diameter 3. Right: a plane completion of G of diameter 2.

Combinatorial face: Let Gg be a plane graph. We say that a point p ∈ R2 is independent of
Gg if p 6= g(v) for every v ∈ V (G) and p /∈ g(e) for every e ∈ E(G). We say that an independent
point p reaches a point p′ ∈ R2 if there is a simple arc α with endpoints p and p′ that does not
contain any vertex in g(V )\{p, p′} and does not intersect the interior of any arc in g(E). If p is
an independent point then we let F(Gg, p) be the subgraph of G whose vertex set is

V (F(Gg, p)) = {v ∈ V (G) | p reaches g(v)}

and whose edge set is

E(F(Gg, p)) = {e ∈ E(G) | p reaches each point in g(e)}.

We let b(p) be a boolean value that is 0 if the origin (0, 0) is reachable from p, and 1 otherwise.158

We say that a pair F = (X, b), where X is a subgraph of G and b ∈ {0, 1}, is a combinatorial face159

if there exists a p ∈ R2 such that X = F(Gg, p) and b = b(p). We note that by X = F(Gg, p)160

we mean V (X) = V (F(Gg, p)) and E(X) = E(F(Gg, p)). For instance, if Gg is a plane graph161

where G is a tree, then the unique combinatorial face of Gg is the pair F = (G, 1). On the other162

hand, if G is a cycle, then Gg has two faces: F1 = (G, 0) and F2 = (G, 1). We write F (Gg) to163

denote the set of all faces of Gg. We note that F (Gg) has at most O(|V (G)|) faces.164

We say that two embedded versionsGg andGg′ of a graphG are equivalent if F (Gg) = F (Gg′).165

We write Gg ≡ Gg′ to denote that Gg and Gg′ are equivalent.166

167

3 Nooses168

I Definition 1. Let Gg be a plane graph. A Gg-noose is a subset η ⊆ R2 homeomorphic to the169

unit circle S1 such that η ∩ Int(g(uv)) = ∅ for every edge uv ∈ E(G).170
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We note that if η is a Gg-noose, the intersection η ∩ g(V (G)) may be non-empty. We let171

V (η) = {v ∈ V (G) | g(v) ∈ η} be the set of vertices of G whose image lies in the noose η. The172

size of η is defined as |η| = |V (η)|. We let V̂ (η) be the set of vertices lying in the closed interior173

of η.174

Figure 2 Left: a plane graph G and one of its nooses η. Right: the graph Ggηη that lies in the interior
of η.

175

Combinatorial cycle: Let Σ be a finite set. We let Σk be the set of sequences of length k176

over Σ. If a0a1...ak−1 is a sequence in Σk, then we let177

[a0a1...ak−1] = {aj0aj1 ...ajk−1 | ∃l ∈ {0, ..., k − 1}∀i ∈ {0, ..., k − 1}, ji = i+ l mod k}.178

be the set of all cyclic shifts of the string a0a1...ak−1. We say that the set [a0a1...ak−1] is a179

combinatorial cycle over Σ.180

181

Noose Type: Let Gg be a plane graph and Σ(G) = V (G)∪F (G). A Gg-noose type is a cycle182

τ = [v0F0v1F1...vr−1Fr−1] over Σ(G) where {v0, ..., vr−1} ⊆ V (G), F0, ..., Fr−1 ⊆ F (Gg), and183

{g(vi), g(vi+1 mod r)} ⊆ Fi for each i ∈ {0, 1, ..., r − 1}. We say that a Gg noose η is compatible184

with τ if there exist simple arcs `0, ..., `r−1 satisfying the following properties.185

1. η =
⋃
i∈{0,...,r−1} `i.186

2. For each i ∈ {0, ..., r − 1}, endpts(`i) = {g(vi), g(vi+1 mod r)}.187

3. For each i ∈ {0, ..., r − 1}, `i ∩ `i+1 mod r = vi+1 mod r.188

We say that two Gg-nooses η1 and η2 are equivalent if there exists a Gg-noose type τ such189

that both η1 and η2 are compatible with τ . We note that uncountably many Gg-nooses may be190

compatible with a given Gg-noose type τ .191

Figure 3 The type of the noose type η is the cycle [v1F2v3F1v6F1v4F3]. Note that the segment of η
between v1 and v3 lies in the area delimited by the face F2, the segment between v3 and v6 lies in the
area delimited by face F1 and so on.

Let γ be a subset of R2 homeomorphic to the unit circle S1. We say that a point p ∈ R2
192

belongs to the closed interior of γ if α∩γ 6= ∅ for every simple arc α with endpts(α) = {(0, 0), p}.193

We let γ̂ be the set of points in the closed interior of γ. If Gg = (G, g) is a plane graph and η is194

a Gg-noose, then we let Ggηη = (Gη, gη) be the plane graph where195

1. V (Gη) = {v ∈ V (G) | g(v) ∈ η̂},196

2. E(Gη) = {uv ∈ E(G) | g(uv) ⊂ η̂},197

3. gη : V (Gη) ∪ E(Gη)→ R2 ∪ A with gη|V (Gη) = g|V (Gη) and gη|E(Gη) = g|E(Gη).198
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Intuitively, the graph Ggηη is the plane subgraph of Gg that lies in the closed interior of η.199

I Observation 1. Let Gg be a plane graph and η1 and η2 be equivalent Gg-nooses. Then200

G
gη1
η1 = G

gη2
η2 .201

I Definition 2. Let Gg be a plane graph and τ be a Gg-noose type. We say that a plane202

completion Hh of Ggτ is τ -respecting if there is a Gg-noose η of type τ which is also a Hh-noose.203

We note that in Definition 2, although the Gg-noose type of η is τ , the Hh-noose type of η204

is not necessarily τ since Hh may have more faces than Gg.205

4 Representative Sets206

Let Gg be a plane graph and η be a Gg-noose. We say that a plane completion Hh of Gg is207

η-respecting if η is also an Hh-noose. We say that a plane graph Xx is a (Gg, η)-completion if208

the following conditions are satisfied.209

1. η is a Xx-noose.210

2. Xx = X
xη
η .211

3. Xx is a plane completion of Ggηη .212

Intuitively, (Gh, η)-completion is a plane completion Xx of Ghηη where all vertices and edges213

are drawn inside η.214

I Proposition 1. If Hh is an η-respecting plane completion of Gg, then H
gη
η is a (Gg, η)-215

completion.216

IfGg is a plane graph andHh is a plane subgraph ofGg then we letGg−Hh be the plane graph217

Y y where V (Y ) = V (G), E(Y ) = E(G)\E(H) and y = g|V (Y ). In other words, Gg −Hh is the218

graph obtained by deleting from G the edges which are shared with H. On the other hand, let Gg219

and Hh be plane graphs such that V (H) ⊆ V (G), Int(h(e))∩g(e′) = ∅ for every e ∈ E(H)\E(G)220

and every e′ ∈ E(G), and such that h(e) = g(e) for every e ∈ E(G)∩E(H). then we let Gg+Hh
221

be the plane graph Y y with vertex set V (Y ) = V (G), edge set E(Y ) = E(G) ∪ E(H), and222

embedding y such that y|V (G) = g|V (G), y|E(G) = g|E(G) and y|E(H)\E(G) = h|E(H)\E(G). In223

other words, Gg +Hh is the graph obtained by adding all edges in E(H)\E(G) to G and by224

drawing these edges in the plane according to h.225

We say that Hh is a η-respecting diameter-d plane completion of Gg if Hh is a η-respecting226

plane completion of Gg of diameter at most d.227

I Definition 3. Let Gg be a plane graph and η be a Gg-noose. Let A and B be sets of (Gg, η)-228

completions. We say that A represents B if for every diameter-d η-respecting plane completion229

Hh of Gg, such that Hhη
η ∈ B, there exists some Xx ∈ A such that (Hh −Hhη

η ) +Xx is also a230

diameter-d plane completion of Gg.231

Let Gg be a plane graph and η be a Gg-noose. We let V (η) = {v ∈ V (G) | g(v) ∈ η} be the232

set of vertices of G whose image under g lies on η, and V̂ (η) be the set of vertices of G that lie233

in the closed interior of η.234

Let Xx be a (Gg, η)-completion. The truncated distance between any two vertices v, v′ of
V̂ (η), denoted by d(Xx, v, v′) is defined as the distance between v and v′ in Xx if this distance is
at most d, and ∞ otherwise. We let D(Xx) = [d(Xx, v, v′)]v,v′∈V (η), be the matrix of truncated
distances between any two vertices in V (η). For any vertex v in V̂ (η), we let D(Xx, v) =
[d(Xx, v, v′)]v′∈V (η) be the vector of distances between v and the vertices whose image lie in the
noose η. We say that two vertices u and u′ in V̂ (η) are unresolved if their distance in Xx is
greater than d. For each pair of unresolved vertices we let D(Xx, u, u′) = (D(Xx, u), D(Xx, u′))
be the pair of distance vectors from u to V (η) and from u′ to V (η) respectively. We let

D(Xx) = {D(Xx, u, u′) | (u, u′) is an unresolved pair}.
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The signature of Xx is defined as follows.235

S(Xx) = (D(Xx),D(Xx)). (1)236

I Proposition 2. Let |V (η)| ≤ 8d. Then there exist at most 2dO(d) distinct signatures.237

I Lemma 4. Let Hh be a plane completion of Gg of diameter at most d and let Xx be a238

(Gg, η)-completion such that S(Hhη
η , η) = S(Xx, η). Then if Hg has diameter at most d,239

(Hh −Hhη
η ) +Xx has diameter at most d.240

I Lemma 5. Let Gg be a plane graph, η be a Gg-noose and B be a set of (Gg, τ)-completions.241

Then one can construct in time 2dO(d) · |B| a set Trunc(B) of (Gg, h)-completions such that242

|Trunc(B)| ≤ dO(d) and Trunc(B) represents B.243

Proof. Let B be a set of (Gg, η) completions. For each signature S, let B(S) be the set of all244

graphs Hh in B with S(Hh, η) = S. Finally, let Trunc(B) be the set obtained by selecting a245

unique graph Hh
S from set B(S) whenever B(S) is non-empty. Then by Lemma 4, Trunc(B)246

represents B. J247

5 Algorithm for Embedded Planar Diameter Improvement248

In this section we will devise an algorithm that takes a plane graph Gg and a positive integer d249

as input and determines in time |V (G)|O(d) whether Gg has a diameter-d plane completion Hh.250

In the reminder of this section we assume that the input plane graph Gg and the input positive251

integer d are fixed.252

I Definition 6. Let η be a Gg-noose . We define the following set.

Fη = {Hhη
η | Hh is a diameter-d plane completion of Gg}.

Intuitively, Fη is the set of all plane completions of the graph Ggηη that can be extended to253

some diameter-d plane completion of the graph Gg. For each Gg-noose η we will define a family254

F̃η ⊆ Fη of (Gg, η)-completions such that F̃η represents Fη and |F̃η| ≤ 2dO(d) .255

We will define a partial order on nooses as follows. First, for each noose η, we consider the
following triple.

φ(η) = [|V (Ggηη )|, |E(Ggηη )|,−|η|].

We set η < η′ if and only if φ(η) < φ(η′). In other words, a noose η is smaller than a noose256

η′ if the closed interior of η has less vertices than the closed interior of η′, or if these interiors257

have the same number of vertices, but the first has less edges, or if both interiors have the same258

number of edges and vertices and the first noose has more vertices than the latter nose. Note259

that there is an inversion in the third coordinate, since the larger the noose-size, the lesser is260

the order.261

We will compute F̃η under the assumption that F̃η′ has been computed for every η′ such262

that φ(η′) < φ(η). There are three cases to be considered. In all cases the size of the involved263

nooses will be at most 8d. In the first case, assuming that the size of η is at most 8d, we will264

show how to compute F̃η under the assumption that F̃η′ has been computed for every noose η′265

whose closed interior has fewer edges than the one of η. The second case concerns nooses of266

size strictly less than 8d. In this case, we will show how to compute F̃η assuming that we have267

computed F̃η′ for every noose η′ of size |η|+ 1 whose closed interior is identical to the one of η.268

Finally, the most important case is the third, in which nooses have size exactly 8d. In this case269

we show how to compute F̃η assuming we have computed F̃η′ for every noose of size 8d whose270

closed interior is strictly contained in the closed interior of η. We note that we only need to271

consider one noose ητ for each noose-type τ . Therefore, the number of nooses to be considered272

will be upper bounded by nO(d).273
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5.1 Case One274

Let Gg be a plane graph and η be a Gg-noose with |η| < 8d. We say that an edge uv ∈ E(G) is275

parallel to η if there exists a simple arc ` ∈ A such that the following conditions are satisfied.276

1. ` ⊆ η.277

2. endpts(`) = {g(u), g(v)}.278

3. Let α = ` ∪ g(uv) and let α̂ be the closed interior of α.279

a. α̂ ∩ g(V (G)) = {g(u), g(v)}.280

b. α̂ ∩ g(u′v′) ⊆ {g(u), g(v)} for each u′v′ ∈ E(G).281

In other words, uv is parallel to η if there is a simple arc ` ⊂ η with endpoints {g(u), g(v)}282

such that the whole region delimited by ` and η only intersects the drawing of G in the points283

g(u) and g(v) (Figure 4).284

We say that an edge uv ∈ E(G) is internally (resp. externally) parallel to η if uv is parallel285

to η and g(uv) ⊂ η̂ (resp. g(u, v)∩ η̂ = {g(u), g(v)}). We note that if an edge uv is parallel to η,286

then uv is either internally or externally parallel to η. Let Gg be a plane graph and uv ∈ E(G).287

We let Gg − uv be the plane graph which is obtained by deleting the edge uv from E(G) and by288

restricting the mapping g to the remaining edges.289

I Proposition 3. Let η be a Gg-noose, and let uv be an edge in E(G) such that uv is internally290

parallel to η. Then there exists a Gg-noose η′ such that V (η) = V (η′), uv is externally parallel291

to η′ and Ggη′η′ = G
gη
η − uv.292

Proposition 3 is illustrated in Figure 4.293

Figure 4 The edge uv is internally parallel to η and externally parallel to η′. Note that the graph
G
gη′

η′ is equal to the graph G
gη
η minus the edge uv. Intuitively, the noose η′ is obtained from η by

deleting the arc ` and by gluing the arc `′ in its place.

I Lemma 7. Let uv be an edge in E(G), and let η be a Gg-noose such that uv is internally294

parallel to η. Let η′ be a Gg-noose such that V (η) = V (η′), Ggη′η′ = G
gη
η −uv and uv is externally295

parallel to η′. Note that such a noose η′ exists by Proposition 3. Suppose that Xx ∈ Fη. Then296

there exists Y y ∈ Fη′ such that Y y = Xx − uv.297

Let Y y be a (Gg, η)-completion and uv be an edge in E(G)\E(Y ) such that u, v ∈ V (η). We298

let Y y + uv be the plane graph Xx where V (X) = V (Y ), E(X) = E(Y ), x|V (G)∪E(G) = y and299

x(uv) = g(uv).300

I Lemma 8. Let uv be an edge in E(G), and let η and η′ be Gg-nooses such that V (η) = V (η′)301

and Ggη = Ggη′ + uv. Assume that F̃η′ represents Fη′ . Then F̃η = F̃η′ + uv represents Fη.302

5.2 Case Two303

Let k < 8d and let η be a Gg-noose of type τ = [v0F0v1F1...vk−1Fk−1]. A trivial extension of η
is a noose Gg-noose η′ of type

τ = [v0F0v1F1...vjFjuFjvj+1...vk−1Fk−1]
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for some j ∈ {0, ..., k − 1} and some u which belongs to face Fj and to the closed interior of η.304

Note that if η′ is a trivial extension of η, then η and η′ have identical closed interiors. In Figure305

5 we depict two trivial extensions η′ and η′′ of a noose η.306

Figure 5 The nooses η′ and η′′ are trivial extensions of η. The red dashed region indicates where a
new vertex was added. Note that Ggη = Gg

η′ = Gg
η′′ .

We say that a noose η is extensible if |V (η)| < 8d and if η has at least one trivial extension.307

We let Ext(η) be the set of (equivalence classes of) trivial extensions of η. The following equality308

is immediate.309

Fη =
⋃

η′∈Ext(η)

Fη′ (2)310

For each extensible noose, we consider the following set.311

F̂η =
⋃

η′∈Ext(η)

F̃η′ (3)312

Now we have the following lemma.313

I Lemma 9. Let η be an extensible noose. Suppose that F̃η′ represents Fη′ for every η′ ∈ Ext(η).314

Then F̂η represents Fη.315

Note that the number of extensions of a noose η may be linear in |V (G)|. Therefore, the316

number of plane graphs in F̂η may be linear in |V (G)|. To decrease the size of this family, we317

apply the Trunc operator introduced in Section 4.318

I Lemma 10. Let η be an extensible noose and let F̃η = Trunc(F̂η). Then F̃η represents Fη.319

5.3 Case Three320

In this section we will deal with the case in which |η| = 8d. Let Gg be a plane graph. A321

face-vertex sequence is a sequence X = F1v1F2...vr−1Fr where r ≥ 1, {v1, ..., vr−1} ⊆ V (G),322

{F1, ..., Fr} ⊆ F (G), and for each i ∈ {1, ..., r − 2}, vi and vi+1 are in Fi. We note that323

any noose type τ = [v0F0v1...vmFm] where m ≥ 1 can be written as τ = [v0XvrY ] where324

X = F1v1F2...vr−1Fr−1 and Y = Frvr+1Fr+1...vmFm are face-vertex sequences.325

The reverse of a face-vertex sequence X = F1v1F2...vr−1Fr is the face-vertex sequence326

XR = Frvr−1...F2v1F1. Let τ1 and τ2 be noose types. We say that τ1 and τ2 are summable if327

there is a unique maximal2 face-vertex sequence X = X(τ1, τ2) with the property that there exist328

2 Maximal with respect to length.
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vertices v, v′ and face-vertex sequences Y and Z such that τ1 = [vY v′X] and τ2 = [v′ZvXR].329

If this is the case, the sum of τ1 with τ2 is defined as τ1 ⊕ τ2 = [vY v′Z]. We let V (X(τ1, τ2))330

denote the vertices which lie in the face vertex sequence X(τ1, τ2).331

We note that a noose η has type τ1 ⊕ τ2 if and only if there exist vertices v, v′ and simple332

arcs `1, `
′
1, `2, `

′
2 with endpoints {v, v′} satisfying the following properties.333

1. `1 ∩ `′1 = `2 ∩ `′2 = `1 ∩ `2 = {v, v′}.334

2. g(V (X(τ1, τ2))) ⊆ `′1 ∩ `′2.335

3. η = `1 ∪ `2.336

4. η1 = `1 ∪ `′1 is a noose of type τ1.337

5. η2 = `2 ∪ `′2 is a noose of type τ2.338

Intuitively, η is obtained from η1 and η2 by the following process. First, we delete the interior339

of `′1 from η1 to obtain the segment `1, and we delete the interior of `′2 from η2 to obtain the340

segment `2. Subsequently, we glue `1 with `2 along their common endpoints in order to obtain341

the noose η. We note that if η = η1 ⊕ η2 then Ggηη = G
gη1
η1 ∪G

gη1
η2 .342

Let η be a Gg-noose with |η| = 8d and let Hh be a triangulated η-respecting diameter-d343

plane completion of Gg. Let V1∪̇V2∪̇V3∪̇V4 be a partition of V (η) where for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},344

Vi has d consecutive vertices. Let V̂1∪̇V̂2∪̇V̂3∪̇V̂4 be a partition of the vertex set of Hhη
η where345

for each v ∈ V (Hhη
η ),346

v ∈ V̂i ⇔
[
dist(v, Vi) < min

j<i
dist(v, Vj) ∧ dist(v, Vi) ≤ min

j>i
dist(v, Vj)

]
.347

Intuitively, the set of vertices incident with the noose η is partitioned into four consecutive348

sections of size d: north (V1), east (V2), south (V3) and west (V4). Subsequently, each vertex349

v ∈ V (Ggη) is classified as being north (V̂1), east (V̂2), south (V̂3) or west (V̂4) according to350

whether v is closer to a northern, eastern, southern or western vertex from the noose. In the case351

in which a vertex v is as close to Vi as it is to Vj , for some i 6= j, ties are broken by considering352

that north is smaller than east, which is smaller than south, which is smaller than west. We353

note that the way in which we have decided to break ties is completely arbitrary.354

I Lemma 11. There is an edge uv ∈ E(Hhη
η ) such that either u ∈ V̂1 and v ∈ V̂3, or u ∈ V̂2355

and v ∈ V̂4.356

I Lemma 12. At least one of the following statements must be satisfied.357

1. There is a path of length at most 2d+ 1 between a vertex in V1 to a vertex in V3.358

2. There is a path of length at most 2d+ 1 between a vertex in v2 and a vertex in v4.359

Figure 6 Left: A noose η with 8d vertices, and the sets Vi and V̂i. Either there is an edge from a
maximal element of V̂1 to a maximal element of V̂3, or an edge between a maximal element of V̂2 and a
maximal element of V̂4. Middle: A path from V1 to V3 is depicted. Right: the path from V1 to V3 can
be used to show that η = η1 ⊕ η2 for nooses η1 and η2 where can be split into nooses η1 ⊕ η2.
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I Lemma 13. Let Hh be a η-respecting diameter-d plane triangulated completion of Gg. Then360

there exist Gg-nooses η1 and η2 satisfying the following properties.361

1. |V (η1)| ≤ 8d and |V (η2)| ≤ 8d.362

2. η = η1 ⊕ η2.363

3. Hh is both η1-respecting and η2-respecting.364

4. Hhη
η = H

hη1
η1 ∪H

hη2
η2 .365

Let η, η1 and η2 be Gg nooses such that η = η1 ⊕ η2. Then we define the following set.366

Fη1 ⊕Fη2 = {Xx ∪ Y y | Xx ∈ Fη1 , Y
y ∈ Fη2}.

Now, we have that Lemma 13 implies the following equality whenever |η| = 8d.367

Fη =
⋃

η=η1⊕η2

Fη1 ⊕Fη2 (4)368

Now we have the following lemma.369

I Lemma 14. Let η be a Gg-noose with |η| = 8d, and assume that for every two Gg-nooses η1370

and η2 such that η = η1 ⊕ η2 we have that F̃η1 represents Fη1 and F̃η2 represents Fη2 . Then Fη371

is represented by the following set.372

F̃η = Trunc
( ⋃
η=η1⊕η2

F̃η1 ⊕ F̃η2

)
= Trunc

( ⋃
η=η1⊕η2

{Xx ∪ Y y | Xx ∈ F̃η1 , Y
y ∈ F̃η2}

)
(5)373

Proof. Let Hh be a diameter-d plane completion of Gg, and let Hhη
η ∈ Fη. By Lemma374

13, we have that there exist nooses η1 and η2 of length at most 8d such that Hhη1
η1 ∈ Fη1 ,375

H
hη2
η2 ∈ Fη2 and H

hη
η = H

hη1
η1 ∪ H

hη2
η2 . But by assumption we know that F̃η1 represents Fη1376

and that F̃η2 represents Fη2 . Therefore, there exists Xx ∈ F̃η1 and Y y ∈ F̃η2 such that377

(Hh − (Hhη1
η1 ∪H

hη2
η2 )) + (Xx ∪ Y y) is also a diameter-d plane completion of Gg. This shows378

that the set379

F̂η =
⋃

η=η1⊕η2

F̃η1 ⊕ F̃η2 =
⋃

η=η1⊕η2

{Xx ∪ Y y | Xx ∈ F̃η1 , Y
y ∈ F̃η2}

represents Fη. Now by applying the operator Trunc from Lemma 5 we have that F̃ = Trunc(F̂)380

also represents Fη. J381

5.4 Algorithm382

Now we summarize our algorithm for determining whether a given plane graph Gg admits a383

plane completion of diameter at most d. We assume that the graph has at least d vertices,384

since otherwise the graph has trivially a completion of diameter at most d. As a first step we385

enumerate all combinatorial faces of Gg, constructing in this way the set F (Gg). We note that386

there exists at most O(|V (G)|) such faces, and the set F (Gg) can clearly be constructed in time387

|V (G)|O(1). As a second step, we enumerate all noose types containing at most 8d vertices. In388

other words, we enumerate all cycles τ = [v0F1v1...vr−1Fr] where r − 1 ≤ 8d, and verify if τ is389

a valid noose type. Since there are at most O(|V (G)|) combinatorial faces, there are at most390

|V (G)|O(d) possible noose types with at most 8d vertices. Let T be the set of all such noose391

types. Now, for each noose type τ ∈ T , we select an arbitrary noose ητ of type τ . We say that392

ητ is a representative for τ . Let N = {ητ}τ∈T be the set of all such nooses.393

For each noose η ∈ N , we will compute a set F̃η containing at most 2dO(d) triangulated plane394

completions of the graph Ggηη . In particular the set F̃η represents the set Fη. The sets F̃η are395

computed by dynamic programming.396
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In the base case, let N 0 ⊆ N be the minimal elements of N with respect to the noose397

ordering defined in the beginning of Section 5. For each such minimal noose η0, we have that398

|V (η0)| = 3, and the graph G
gη
η has no edges. Therefore the set F̃η can be constructed in399

constant time in this case.400

Now assume that we are dealing with a non-minimal noose η ∈ N and that F̃η′ has been401

constructed for every η′ < η. We will show how to construct F̃η. There are three cases to be402

considered.403

1. If there is some edge uv ∈ E(G) which is externally parallel to η, then we consider a noose404

η′ such that Ggη′η′ = G
gη
η − uv. Then we set F̃η = F̃η′ + uv.405

2. If η is trivially extensible, then we let F̃η = Trunc
(⋃

η′∈Ext(η) F̃(η′)
)
.406

3. If |η| = 8d, then we let F̃η = Trunc
(⋃

η=η1⊕η2
F̃η1 ⊕ F̃η2

)
407

Note that in any of the three cases above the time necessary to construct the set F̃η from408

previously computed F̃η′ is at most 2dO(d) · |V (G)|O(d), since there are at most |V (G)| nooses in409

N and each F̃η′ has at most 2dO(d) elements. This implies that the computation of F̃η for every410

η ∈ N also takes time at most 2dO(d) · |V (G)|O(d).411

Now let η be a maximal noose in N . Then we have that |η| = 3 and that the graph Ggηη = Gg.412

Therefore, we have that Gg admits a diameter-d plane completion if and only if the set F̃η413

is non-empty. Additionally, if this is the case, then any graph in F̃η is a diameter-d plane414

completion of Gg.415

5.5 k-Outerplanar Plane Diameter Improvement416

The next theorem states that for each fixed k, the embedded k-outerplanar diameter improvement417

problem is strongly uniformly fixed parameter tractable with respect to the parameter d.418

I Theorem 15. There is an algorithm A that takes as input, positive integers d, k, and a plane419

graph Gg, and determines in time 2dO(d) · |V (G)|O(k) whether G has a k-outerplanar plane420

completion Hh of diameter at most d.421

Proof. The algorithm for solving the embedded k-outerplanar diameter improvement problem422

is almost identical to the one to solve the embedded planar diameter improvement problem. The423

only difference is that we need to restriction our attention to nooses of size at most 8k, instead424

of 8d as in the previous algorithm. Therefore, the algorithm runs in time 2dO(d) · |V (G)|O(k)
425

instead of in time 2dO(d) · |V (G)|O(d).426

The reason we need to consider nooses of size at most 8k is due to the fact that since the427

searched completion must be k-outerplanar, and can be assumed to be triangulated, the distance428

between any two vertices lying on a noose η is at most 2k. Therefore, the proof of Lemma429

12 may be adapted in such a way that if we split the set V (η) into sets V1, V2, V3, V4 as done430

previously, then we have there is either a path of length at most 2k between some vertex in V1431

and some vertex in V3, or a path of length at most 2k between some vertex in V3 and some432

vertex in V4. As a reflex, the value 8d in Lemma 13 and in all statements of Section 5.4 may be433

substituted with 8k when considering k-outerplanar graphs. J434
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6 Proofs of Results from Section 4468

Restatement of Proposition 1 . If Hh is an η-respecting plane completion of Gg, then Hgη
η469

is a (Gg, η)-completion.470

Proof. Let Hh be a η-respecting plane completion fo Gg. Then by definition, η is also a471

Hh-noose. Additionally, the graph Hhη
η lies, also by definition, in the closed interior of η. Finally,472

since Hh is a plane supergraph of Gg then Hhη
η is a plane supergrpah of Ggηη . Therefore, Hhη

η is473

a (Gg, η)-completion. J474

Restatement of Proposition 2 . Let |V (η)| ≤ 8d. Then there exist at most 2dO(d) distinct475

signatures.476

Proof. Clearly, there are at most dO(d2) distinct matrices D(Xx). On the other hand, for each477

unresolved pair u, u′, the vector D(Xx, u, u′) can be picked among at most dO(d) choices. Finally,478

there are 2dO(d) possible subsets of such choices. J479

Restatement of Lemma 4 . Let Hh be a plane completion of Gg of diameter at most d and480

let Xx be a (Gg, η)-completion such that S(Hhη
η , η) = S(Xx, η). Then if Hg has diameter at481

most d, (Hh −Hhη
η ) +Xx has diameter at most d.482

Proof. Assume that Hh has diameter at most d, and let v, v′ ∈ V̂ (η) be unresolved in Xx. Since483

H
hη
η and Xx have the same signature, there exist unresolved vertices u and u′ in H

hη
η such484

that D(Hhη
η , u, u′) = D(Xx, v, v′). Since Hh has diameter at most d, there exists r ≤ d, some485

vertices u0, u1, ..., ur and paths p1, p2, ..., pr such that the following conditions are satisfied.486
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1. u0 = u, ur = u′ and {u2, ..., ur−1} ⊆ V (η).487

2. For each j ∈ [r], pj is a path of minimum length from uj−1 to uj .488

3. For each j ∈ [r], pj the internal vertices of pj are not in V (η).489

Now we let p′1, p′2, ..., p′r be paths in (Hh −Hhη
η ) +Xx, defined as follows for each j ∈ {1, ..., r}.490

1. If the interior vertices of path pj belong to V (G)\V̂ (η), then all vertices and edges of pj491

belong to the graph (Hh −Hhη
η ) +Xx. Therefore, in this case, we set p′j = pj .492

2. If both uj−1 and uj belong to V (η) and all interior vertices of pj belong to V̂ (η), then we493

let p′j be any path of minimum length from uj−1 to uj in the graph Xx. Note that such a494

path exists and has the same length as pj due to the fact that Xx and Hhη
η have the same495

signature.496

3. Now finally, let p′1 be a path of length at most l(p1) from v and u1 in Xx, and let pr be a497

path of length at most l(pr) from ur−1 to v′ in Xx. We observe that such paths exist, since498

Xx and Hgη
η have the same signature.499

Therefore we have that p′1p′2...p′r induces a walk in (Hh −Hgη
η ) +Xx of length at most d. This500

shows that the distance between v and v′ is at most d. J501

7 Proof of Statements From Section 5502

Restatement of Proposition 3 . Let η be a Gg-noose, and let uv be an edge in E(G) such503

that uv is internally parallel to η. Then there exists a Gg-noose η′ such that V (η) = V (η′), uv504

is externally parallel to η′ and Ggη′η′ = G
gη
η − uv.505

Proof. Let F and F ′ be the (topological) faces of Gg that contain the simple arc g(uv). Since uv506

is internally parallel to η, there exists a simple arc ` satisfying conditions 1-3 defining the notion507

of parallel edge. Assume that ` ⊆ F and let m = η\Int(`). Let `′ be a simple arc contained in508

F
′ such that `′ ∩ g(V (G)) = {g(u), g(v)} and `′ ∩ g(u′v′) ⊆ {g(u), g(v)} for every u′v′ ∈ E(G)509

with u′ 6= u or v′ 6= v. Finally, we set η′ = m ∪ `′. In other words, η′ is obtained by deleting the510

arc ` out of η and by gluing the arc `′ in its place. Then it should be clear that V (η) = V (η′),511

uv is externally parallel to η′ and Ggη′ = Ggη − uv. J512

Restatement of Lemma 7 . Let uv be an edge in E(G), and let η be a Gg-noose such that513

uv is internally parallel to η. Let η′ be a Gg-noose such that V (η) = V (η′), Ggη′η′ = G
gη
η − uv514

and uv is externally parallel to η′. Note that such a noose η′ exists by Proposition 3. Suppose515

that Xx ∈ Fη. Then there exists Y y ∈ Fη′ such that Y y = Xx − uv.516

Proof. Let Hh be a η-respecting diameter-d plane completion of Gg, and let Hhη
η = Xx ∈ Fη517

be the plane graph obtained by restricting Hh to the closed interior of η. Note that since the518

edge uv is internally parallel to η in Gg, we have that uv is also internally parallel to η in Hh.519

By Proposition 3, there exists an Hh-noose η′ such that Hhη′

η′ = H
hη
η − uv. Now let Y y = H

hη′

η′520

then by definition of Fη′ , Y y ∈ Fη′ . Additionally, since by assumption Xx = H
gη
η , we have that521

Y y = Xx − uv. J522

Restatement of Lemma 8 . Let uv be an edge in E(G), and let η and η′ be Gg-nooses such523

that V (η) = V (η′) and Ggη = Ggη′ + uv. Assume that F̃η′ represents Fη′ . Then F̃η = F̃η′ + uv524

represents Fη.525

Proof. Let Hh be a diameter-d plane completion of Gg, and let Hh
η = Xx ∈ Fη be its restriction526

to the closed interior of η. Then by Lemma 7 there is some Y y ∈ Fη′ such that Y y = Xx − uv.527

Now, by assumption, there exists some Ỹ ỹ ∈ F̃η′ such that (Hh − Y y) + Ỹ ỹ is also a diameter-d528

plane completion of Gg. Now let X̃ x̃ = Ỹ ỹ+uv. Then we have that (Hh−(Xx−uv))+(X̃ x̃−uv)529

is also a diameter-d plane completion of Gg. But the following equivalence can be verified.530
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(Hh − (Xx − uv)) + (X̃ x̃ − uv) ≡ (Hh −Xx) + X̃ x̃

Intuitively, in the left-hand side, the edge uv is never removed or added to Hh. On the other531

hand, in the right-hand side, the edge uv is first removed together with Xx and subsequently this532

edge is added back together with X̃ x̃. Therefore, we have that (Hh −Xx) + X̃ x̃ is a diameter-d533

plane completion of Gg.534

In other words, by assuming Hh is a diameter-d plane completion of Gg and that Hh
η =535

Xx ∈ Fη, we have concluded that there exists an X̃ x̃ ∈ F̃η such that (Hh
η −Xx) + X̃ x̃ is also a536

diameter-d plane completion of Gg. This shows that F̃η represents Fη.537

J538

Restatement of Lemma 9 . Let η be an extensible noose. Suppose that F̃η′ represents Fη′539

for every η′ ∈ Ext(η). Then F̂η represents Fη.540

Proof. Let Hh be a diameter-d plane completion of Gg. Then by Equation 2, there is a trivial541

extension η′ of η such that Hh ∈ Fη′ . Since by assumption, F̃η′ represents Fη′ , and since by542

definition F̃η′ ⊆ F̂η, we have that Fη is represented by F̂η. J543

Restatement of Lemma 10 . Let η be an extensible noose and let F̃η = Trunc(F̂η). Then544

F̃η represents Fη.545

Proof. By Lemma 9, F̂η represents Fη. By Lemma 5, F̃η represents Fη. J546

Restatement of Lemma 11 . There is an edge uv ∈ E(Hhη
η ) such that either u ∈ V̂1 and547

v ∈ V̂3, or u ∈ V̂2 and v ∈ V̂4.548

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that no such an edge uv exists. Then there is a noose with549

no edge in the interior which has at least one vertex from each V̂i. But this contradicts the550

assumption that Hh is triangulated. J551

Restatement of Lemma 12 . At least one of the following statements must be satisfied.552

1. There is a path of length at most 2d+ 1 between a vertex in V1 to a vertex in V3.553

2. There is a path of length at most 2d+ 1 between a vertex in v2 and a vertex in v4.554

Proof. By Lemma 11, there exists an edge uv ∈ E(Hhη
η ) such that either u ∈ V̂1 and v ∈ V̂3, or555

u ∈ V̂2 and v ∈ V̂4. We will show that the former case implies the existence of a path of length556

at most 2d+ 1 from a vertex u′ ∈ V1 to a vertex v′ ∈ V3. An analog argument, which we skip,557

shows that the latter case implies the existence of a path of length at most 2d+ 1 between a558

vertex in V2 and a vertex in V4.559

Let u′ ∈ V1 be a vertex at minimum distance from u and let p1 be a path of minimum length560

from u′ to u. Analogously, let v′ ∈ V2 be a vertex at minimum distance from v, and let p2 be a561

path of minimum length from v to v′. Then the path p1p2 is a path of from u′ to v′. Since Hh
562

has diameter at most d, both p1 and p2 have length at most d. Therefore, the path p1p2 has563

length at most 2d+ 1. J564

Restatement of Lemma 13 . Let Hh be a η-respecting diameter-d plane triangulated com-565

pletion of Gg. Then there exist Gg-nooses η1 and η2 satisfying the following properties.566

1. |V (η1)| ≤ 8d and |V (η2)| ≤ 8d.567

2. η = η1 ⊕ η2.568

3. Hh is both η1-respecting and η2-respecting.569

4. Hhη
η = H

hη1
η1 ∪H

hη2
η2 .570
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Proof. For each i ∈ {1, ..., 4}, let Vi = {vi1, ..., viri}. Where for each i ∈ {1, ..., 4} and each571

j ∈ [ri − 1], vij and vij+1 are consecutive in η, and v1
r1

and v2
1 are consecutive, v2

r2
and v3

1 are572

consecutive, v3
r3

and v4
1 are consecutive, and v4

r4
and v1

1 are consecutive. By Lemma 12, there573

exists an edge uv ∈ Hh such that either u = v1
j for some j ∈ {1, ..., r1} and v = v3

j′ for some574

j′ ∈ {1, ..., r3}, or u = v2
j for some j ∈ {1, ..., r2} and v = v4

j′ for some j′ ∈ {1, ..., r4}. We will575

show that the former case implies that there exist Gg-nooses η1 and η2 which satisfies Conditions576

1-4 above. The proof that the latter case also implies the existence of such Gg-nooses is analog.577

Let p = v1v2...vr for r ≤ d+ 1 be a path from v1 = v1
j to vr = v3

j′ . Then we set η1 to be the
noose with vertex set

V4 ∪ {v1
1 , ..., v

1
j } ∪ {v3

1 , ..., v
3
j′} ∪ {v2, ..., vr − 1}

where every edge of p is externally parallel to η1. Analogously, we let η2 be the noose with
vertex set

V2 ∪ {v1
j , ..., v

1
r1
} ∪ {v3

j′ , ..., v
3
r3
} ∪ {v2, ..., vr−1}

where every edge of p is internally parallel to η2. Then condition 1 is satisfied, since the size578

of the noose is at most 2d+ j + j′ + r − 1 ≤ 8d. By construction, η = η1 ⊕ η2, and therefore579

condition 2 is satisfied. Since no edge of Hh crosses either noose η1 or η2, we have that Hh is580

both η1-respecting and η2-respecting. Finally by identifying the vertices in the vertices v1, ..., vr581

in Hhη1
η1 with the vertices v1, ..., vr in Hhη2

η2 we get the graph Hhη
η and therefore, condition 4 is582

satisfied. J583
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